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We explore the complexity of tiling finite subsets of the
plane, which we call layouts, with a finite set of tiles. The
tiles are inspired by Wang tiles and the domino game piece.
Each tile is composed of a pair of faces. Each face is colored
with one of  possible colors. We want to know if a given
layout is tileable by a given set of  dominoes. In a tiling,
dominoes that touch must do so at like-colored domino faces.
We provide an  time algorithm for tiling layouts that are
paths or cycles. We also show that if the layout is partially
tiled at the outset of the problem, then the tiling decision
problem is NP-complete. We also show that the problem remains NP-complete even if the layout is a tree.
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In a geometric tiling problem we wish to fill all or some of
the plane with non-overlapping polygons called tiles. The
tiling problems studied herein are motivated by recent results concerning Wang tiles. Wang tiles are non-rotatable
unit squares that have colored edges [5]. In a tiling that uses
Wang tiles, neighboring tiles must have the same color on
adjacent edges. In a typical Wang tiling problem, we are
given a finite number of types of tiles and an infinite number of each type, and we are asked to tile some subset of
the plane. Berger showed that deciding if the entire plane
can be tiled by a given set of Wang tiles is undecidable [2].
Motivated by a connection between Wang tilings and self assembly in DNA computing, researchers have begun to study
tiling proper infinite subsets of the plane [1, 3]. In [1], the
authors show that the problem of tiling a ribbon, which is an
infinite “path” in the plane, is undecidable. This result is extended in [3] to show that the problem of tiling a ribbon that
is a “cycle” is undecidable.
We study a variation of Wang tiles, which we call dominoes, that are &('*) rectangles that are partitioned into 2 colored faces. Thus unlike Wang tiles, the faces are colored
rather than the edges. Also unlike Wang tiles, we allow rotation of the tiles and we consider finite sets of dominoes. Thus
although our tiles have a connection to Wang tiles, they are
essentially a generalization of the commonly used domino
game piece.
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Figure 1: (a) A set of dominoes - realized as orthogonal
rectangles with two faces. (b) A layout . . (c) The graph /10 .
(d) The realization of a tiling 2 on the set - .
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Let >@?BADCDEGF8CIHFIJKJKJLFMCIN O be a finite set of  colors. A domino
P is a pair QCSRE#F8CIRTHD of colors from > . We will refer to the
current set of dominoes that is under consideration as - , and
we will refer to the number of dominoes in - as  . We will
only consider finite sets of dominoes.
Now we discuss how we can embed a domino in the
integer plane. When embedding
a domino in the plane,
P
we interpret a domino ?UQC RE F8C RTH  as a &V'W) rectangle
that is partitioned into exactly 2 squares. We call these
R
R
squares faces and refer to them as X E and X H . The face
RX Y will be colored color CR Y (Figure 1(a)). We say that a
H 'b` H is a domino tiling function if 2
function 2[Z\-^]_a`
has certain properties that we now explain. Firstly, 2 must
map a domino to a pair of horizontally or vertically aligned
points that are 1 unit apart. Furthermore, 2 must map
dominoes such that adjacent domino faces have the same
color. Finally, 2 must map dominoes to non-overlapping
locations. These properties are formalized below:

2c P Pd?efgFihkjmlf!hP#lnr ?o)
2c Y W?pQf6F8hqFi2c [?stuFiv!F and lfwtxly?p)Bj
C RTzQE ?{
P C RM|ME
P#r
3. 2c Y }?eQf6F8hqFi2c }?oQt(FivF and lh vgl~?o)jC RTzH ?
CIR | H P
Pr
PY ? Pr
4. 2c Y d?ofgFih and 2c d?@Qf6F8v!dj
1.
2.
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5.

2c P Y k?efgFih

and 2c

P r k?et(F8hqdj P Y ? P r

where Plf!P hl P#is
the Euclidean distance
between f and
P  to determine
h , and F P Y F r - . We use
c
2

P
R where
a domino is located. If 2c ?fgFih then X E will be
R
centered at the point f , and X H centered at the point h . We
note here that 2 may be a partial function, in which case not
all dominoes are positioned on the plane.

A layout . is a subset of ` H 'u` H such
that
for all fgFih
r
r

. , lfwh\rl[?
) , and for all f Y F8h Y FSQf F8h  . we have
Yf u?f F8h r and h Y?f r Fih r . In other words, . consists of
H
pairs of unique points from ` that are either horizontally or
vertically
 .  ? aligned (Figure 1(b)). We will also stipulate that
, i.e. the number of dominoes is exactly the right
number to cover the layout. Let f and h be two points that
are components
of some elements of . . Then we say f r and
h are  P  CIS\ in . iff lf!hl?@) . If two members
 Y FM  .
r
have adjacent components, then  Y and  are also deemed
 P qCD\ . If 2 maps two domino faces to positions that are
adjacent in . , then those faces are deemed adjacent. If there
exists a domino tiling function 2 that is surjective on . for a
set of dominoes - then we say that . is tileable by - and
we refer to 2 as a tiling of . using - .
Since we are interested in the computation of tilings, we
define the following problems:
Definition 1 In the DOMINO TILING problem we are
given a set - of dominoes and a layout . and we are asked
to compute a tiling 2 of . if one exists.
We also study a domino tiling problem where certain
dominoes have already been positioned on the layout. Thus
the layout is partially tiled with dominoes, and we wish to
complete the tiling.
Definition 2 In the PARTIAL DOMINO TILING problem, we are given a partial tiling function 2 , a set - of
dominoes, a layout . and we
asked to compute a tiling
P are
function 2 such that for all
- such that 2  P  is defined,
we have the following:

2  P d ?efgFihj

2c P d?efgFih

In the both the DOMINO TILING problem and the PARTIAL DOMINO TILING problem, 2 may or may not exist.
In Section 3 we study the algorithmic aspects of
DOMINO TILING with respect to the topology of layouts.
We classify the topology of a layout . by using a graph theoretic characterization of . . We define a graph / 0 ?edF8x
whose nodes and edges are defined using the components of
a layout . in the following way (see Figure 1(c)):

 o
 ?@ASh  h!Fif\   . or fgFih  . , for some f6O
o?@A Qf6F8hq f and h are adjacent in .nO

We will use the graph properties of

/0

to characterize

. . If /0 is a path or a cycle, for example, then we also say
that . is a path or a cycle, respectively.
We will also use a graph characterization of a set of dominoes. Using a set - of dominoes, we build an undirected
pseudograph 1 whose nodes correspond to colors and whose
edges correspond to dominoes. Given a set of dominoes
-P Gthat
colors >?aAGC E FMC H FSJLJKJKF8C N O , we define the
  use
q Dthe
¡/g¢{?@£kFMu :
 o
 ?¤>
 o
?eiQf6F8hq  fgFih  -9
Thus each domino from - corresponds to exactly one
edge in  , while each color from > is represented by a
single node in  .

¥
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In this Section, we focus on the DOMINO TILING problem where the provided layout . is a path or a cycle. The
following Lemma provides the motivation for our algorithm
for computing tilings of layout that are paths or cycles.
Lemma 1 A layout . , which is a path, is tileable by
/g¢ contains an Euler trail or circuit.

-

iff

Proof. Recall that an Euler trail (resp. circuit) of a graph ®
is a path (resp. cycle) that uses every edge of ® exactly once.
( j ) We define a graph ®@?o£c¯°F8~¯d using 2 :

 w ¯¨?BADh  h is a face of a domino from -±O
 ~¯?@A Qf6F8hq  faces u and v are adjacent under 2O

The graph ® will be isomorphic to the layout graph
/g0 since each face lies a point from a component of . , and
faces are only adjacent if they are one unit apart. Since . is
a path, /0 is also a path, and hence ® is a path. Recall that
® has exactly one edge for each domino in - . If the faces
that are at the endpoints of the path ® are different colors
then ® describes a path in /d¢ . If they are the same colors
then they describe a cycle in /¢ . Moreover, this path or
cycle will be Eulerian since it uses every edge (i.e. domino)
exactly once.
( ² ) Let ³´?µEGFMDHFIJKJLJKF8G¶ be an Euler trail or circuit
from /·¢ that is given by its edges. We will use ³ to position
dominoes from - onto . , thus computing 2 .
Now we describe the procedure for positioning the dominoes of - onto . by using ³ . We begin by specifying
a member of . that is at an endpoint of the path /~0 to
be
Then we perform the following procedure for
 ?oNEXT.
)FT&FIJKJKJLF8 :

1. Place the domino that corresponds to the edge  Y at location NEXT according to  Y . Now location NEXT is
deemed occupied.

¸¹8º8»¼½M¾¿Ài¸Á

1A
between nodes.

is a graph that allows both loops and multiple edges
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2. NEXT
Â Ã the next unoccupied member of
jacent to NEXT.

.

that is ad-

We are assured that adjacent dominoes positioned using this
procedure have like-colored faces since consecutive edges in
³ have a common endpoint 2. We are also guaranteed that all
dominoes from - are used since ³ is Eulerian and edges in
/g¢ have a one-to-one correspondence with the dominoes in
- .
Ä
We can easily extend this proof to deal with layouts that are
cycles. The only difference is that NEXT is initially any
member of . , and we update NEXT cyclically around the
cycle . . Thus we have the following:
Lemma 2 A layout . , which is a cycle, is tileable by
/g¢ contains an Euler circuit.

-

iff

It is well-known that Euler circuits  and
GÆBpaths
    can be computed on a graph ®?ÅdF8u in  
time. Recall
that nodes in /·¢ correspond to colors, while edges correspond to dominoes. Furthermore, since every
is col domino
 . Thus we
ored with at most 2 colors we have that 
have the following:
Theorem 3 DOMINO TILING can be solved in Q time
if . is a path or a cycle.
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In this Section we show that the decision version of PARTIAL DOMINO TILING is NP-complete. We use the following problem in our proof, which was shown to be NPcomplete in [4]:
Definition 3 In the 3,4-SAT problem we are given a boolean
expression Ê in CNF with exactly 3 variables per clause and
each variable appears at most 4 times in Ê , and we are asked
to decide whether Ê is satisfiable.
Theorem 4 PARTIAL
complete.

DOMINO

TILING

is

NP-

Proof. PARTIAL DOMINO TILING is in NP since we
can “guess” a tiling, and in polynomial time we can verify
that the tiling is valid.
We will reduce 3,4-SAT to PARTIAL DOMINO
TILING. We will construct a layout . , a set of dominoes
- , and a partial tiling function 2 according to the boolean
expression Ê such that a total tiling function 2 will exist iff
Ê is satisfiable.
The colors we use for the faces of dominoes come from
different aspects of Ê . For each variable h Y we introduce a
unique color CGË z . For each clause t Y we introduce a unique
color CSÌ z . We also introduce a unique color C¬¶ z for each not

Ï

2 Recall

.
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that these endpoints, i.e. the vertices of
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Figure 2: Left, a variable layout for an unnegated variable.
Right, a variable layout with one negated output.
operator that appears in Ê . Finally, we have one color called
CÐ that represents “true”, and another color called C"Ñ that represents “false”. Now we describe how . is constructed from
a collection of other layouts that correspond to different aspects of Ê .
We will represent variables that are never negated in Ê by
constructing a layout and adding some dominoes to - . The
layout that represents an unnegated variable h Y is shown in
Figure 2. Four points from this layout have been emphasized. We will refer to these points are terminals since layouts that represent clauses will be positioned at these points.
A domino QCDË z FMCË z  , which we will refer to as a variable
domino, has been positioned on this layout. The position of
each variable domino will be reflected in our partial tiling
function 2 . We refer to the portion of a variable layout that
is above the variable domino as the value zone, while the
portion below is called the reservoir. For each unnegated
variable in Ê we will also add a collection of five QCÐFMCÐ 
dominoes and five C#Ñ;F8CIÑ  dominoes to - . These dominoes
will be used to “transmit” the truth value of a variable to a
clause. We will also add two important dominoes of the form
QC Ð FMCË z  and QC Ñ FMCË z  to - . These dominoes will be used to
“set” the truth value of a variable.
Negated variables will be handled in a very similar fashion
to unnegated variables. We simply insert negation dominoes
near the terminal on the layout for an unnegated variable
(Figure 2). These dominoes will be of the form QC¶ z F8C¶ z  .
The fact that such negation dominoes exist will be reflected
in 2 . For each negation domino we add two dominoes
QCI¶ z F8CÐ  and QCS¶ z F8CSÑ¬ to - .
We represent each clause t Y by exactly three layouts that
will be adjacent to the layouts for the variables that are in
the clause t Y . The three layouts for clause t Y are shown
in Figure 3. The emphasized points in Figure 3 are called
terminals. There are three dominoes of the form C Ìwz FMC Ìwz 
that have been positioned on these clause layouts. We will
refer to these dominoes as clause dominoes. The positions
of clause dominoes will be reflected in 2 . The portion of
the layout that is to the left of the clause domino will be
referred to as the reservoir of the clause layout. Notice that
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Figure 3: The three layouts that represent a clause.
one of the clause layouts does not have a reservoir. Each
of these layouts corresponds to exactly one of the variables
that is in clause t Y . Each of them will be positioned so that
their terminal is adjacent to one of the four terminals in the
layout for the variable they correspond with. For this to be
accomplished, clause layouts may need to be rotated. For
each clause t Y , we add three dominoes of the form QC Ì z FMCÐ 
and two dominoes of the form C¬Ì z F8CIÑ  to - . Figure 4 shows
a variable layout that has two clause layouts attached to it.
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Figure 4: Variable h r Y appears negated in clause
negated in clause t .

t Y

and un-

Now suppose that there exists some tiling function 2 that
is a solution to PARTIAL DOMINO TILING for . , - ,
and 2 as described above. We will show that if 2 exists then
Ê is satisfiable. Specifically, we will use a truth assignment
of Ê that is implied by 2 . First let us examine the dominoes that have been positioned next to variable dominoes.
Variable dominoes are only adjacent to two other dominoes
from - . Recall that the variable domino for h Y is colored
CË z . In our construction of - , we placed exactly two dominoes that have faces with color C Ë z . These two dominoes are
of the form QCDÐTF8C Ë z  and QCDÑ"FMC Ë z  . Thus we are guaranteed
that these two dominoes are adjacent to the variable domino
for h Y . We will assign a truth value to variable h Y in Ê according to which of these two dominoes gets placed in the value
zone of the variable layout for h Y : if QCÐF8C Ë z  is positioned
in the value zone then h Y ? true, and h Y ? false otherwise.
 ÐQÒ negation domino
Now consider negation dominoes. The
is only adjacent to two other dominoes, and due our construction, these two dominoes will be C ¶z FMC Ð  and QC ¶z FMC Ñ  .
Now consider clause dominoes. Due to our construction, all
dominoes with faces colored C Ì!z must be positioned next to
a corresponding clause domino. This ensures that all clause
layout reservoirs get filled by either CÌ z F8CÐ  or CIÌ z FMCIÑ 
dominoes. Also, since there are only two dominoes of the

form QCSÌ z F8CSÑ¬ , we are guaranteed that at least one layout
component for each clause will have a face of color CÐ on its
terminal. This corresponds to each clause from Ê being satisfied. We still must show that if a clause layout has a C Ð face
on its terminal then the variable associated with that terminal
has either been set of true, or it has been set to false and it
appears negated in the clause. First consider the case where
a variable h Y appears unnegated in clause t Y and suppose a
clause layout for t Y has a CÐ face on the terminal associated
with h Y . Since this terminal is adjacent to a terminal in the
h Y ’s variable layout, all the positions in h Y ’s value zone will
be occupied by dominoes with CÐ faces. The same argument
works for clause terminals that are covered by CÑ faces. Thus
for unnegated variables, truth values are properly propagated
to clauses. We can easily extend this argument for negated
variables by noticing that negation dominoes simply “flip”
the truth value. Thus we have that every clause is satisfied
Now suppose that Ê is satisfiable. We will compute a tiling
function 2 from a satisfying truth assignment of Ê .
If a variable h Y is set to true then we position domino
QC Ë z FMCÐ  in h Y ’s variable layout value zone along with five
QCÐMFMCÐ  dominoes. We also place QC Ë z F8CSÑ¬ along with five
QCSÑ"FMCIÑ¬ dominoes in h Y ’s reservoir. Placing the five QCGÐFMCÐ 
dominoes in h Y ’s value zone will ensure that all unnegated
terminals correspond to clauses that have a QC¬Ì z FMCÐ  domino
at their terminal. If a variable has a negated terminal, then
this forces the QCD¶ z F8CÐ to be adjacent to the variable layout’s
terminal, which in turn forces the C¶ z FMCIÑ¬ domino to be adjacent with the terminal for the corresponding clause. This
causes the clause to have a QC Ì!z F8C Ñ  domino at its terminal.
Since Ê is satisfiable, this can only occur at at most two variable layouts. Recall that we’ve only added two dominoes of
the form QC Ì!z F8C Ñ  for each clause. This implies that variable
layouts that correspond to a variable that has been set to true
can be tiled.
If the variable h Y is false, we do the exact opposite: we fill
the value zone with QC Ë z FMCIÑ  and five QCDÑwF8CSÑ¬ dominoes, and
the reservoir with C Ë z F8CÐ and five CIÐF8CÐ  dominoes. We
can argue that such layouts can be tiled by using the reverse
of the argument given above. The CÑ"FMCIÑ  dominoes in the
value zone will force unnegated terminals to be associated
with clauses that have a QC Ì!z FMC Ñ  at their terminal. Since
Ê is satisfiable, at most two variables will have this property,
which corresponds to the fact that their are only two QC Ìwz FMC Ñ 
Ä
dominoes per clause.
The layout . constructed in the proof of Theorem 4 is disconnected in the sense that / 0 is disconnected. We can easily augment . so that it is connected. We can achieve this
by “daisy chaining” the variable layouts with fixed position
dominoes: the variable layout for h Y is connected to the variable layout for h YKÓ E by a path that contains fixed position
dominoes. It is easily seen that this new connected layout is
also a tree in the sense that /k0 is a tree. Thus we have the
following:
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Corollary
Ô 5 PARTIAL DOMINO
complete even if . is a tree.

TILING

is

NP-

ªd  :ÖqI$¦  ×  Ø"qI; 59Ù  8Ú
Õ

We’ve shown that domino tilings of layouts
are either
Æ "that
paths or cycles can be computed in 
 time, where
 is the number of dominoes and  is the number of colors
on the domino faces. We’ve also shown that if a layout is
partially tiled at the outset of the problem, then the problem
is NP-complete, even if the layout is a tree.
Many questions regarding domino tilings remain open.
We are interested in the time complexity of DOMINO
TILING where . is a tree or a graph. Also, we have
 only
considered domino tiling problems where @? . . Many
interesting problems arise  when
 we consider so-called imperfect tilings where ¤Û . . In this situation, we wish to
find subsets of - that can tile . . It would also be interesting
to explore the similarities and differences between domino
tilings and Wang tilings.

Ü
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